
Pool Automation at Your Service

Pool Automation



Sleek, Wireless Control Panel

The in-home panel is an intuitive and attractive 

device designed to stand on a countertop or rest in 

its wall-mounted charging cradle. Sleek and versatile, 

the handheld unit has a rich feel and easy to navigate 

screens and buttons. It goes and looks good anywhere.

Control pool lights, water 

temperature, and filter 

systems from the cozy 

confines of your kitchen.

Reset your maintenance 

parameters with ultimate 

convenience using the PC 

in your home office.

 Lightweight, water resistant remote

 Easy to read, backlit display with 7 LED  

status indicators

 Simple menu driven navigation 

 Customizable and personalized programming

 User defined scenes and functions

 Long wireless range & long/rechargeable battery life

 Customizable graphic interface on start-up for builders

 Comes in a choice of 5 colors to complement any décor



Check pool schedules and 

water chemistry levels from the 

comfort of your patio chair.

The Power of a Comprehensive Solution

The Poolux is the most comprehensive and customizable 

pool automation system available.  

Developed by Balboa Instruments, a leader in spa controls 

for over 20 years, the Poolux is a powerful tool for operating 

pools and pool/spa combinations together or separately. 

Perfect for new installations as well as retrofit solutions, 

the Poolux delivers a sophisticated and intuitive system to 

monitor, manage and maintain the backyard oasis.  

With Balboa’s two decades of 

expertise in water controls, 

you can relax knowing the 

Poolux is at your service.

This is Not Your Father’s Pool Control

Of course, it’s easy to use. And sure, it’s wireless 

for fast and easy installation without disruption of 

the backyard environment. But it’s the chemistry 

automation and water sanitization that truly 

revolutionize pool ownership and maintenance.   

The Poolux not only monitors pH, ORP and TDS 

levels and filter pressure, but it actively manages the 

pH and chlorine. At the touch of a button, the panel 

displays TDS, ORP, and pH levels and manages them 

to user-defined levels. Add on an ECOmatic saltwater 

chlorinator and a Balboa acid feed system and watch 

the perfect chemistry maintain crystal clear water with 

minimal effort.

Wireless from the start—with innovative chemistry 

control— the Poolux has leapfrogged traditional pool 

technology and set a new standard for others in the 

industry to follow.  

Monitor a vacation pool from 

1,000 miles away with diagnostic 

email alerts and web cam video.



Control pool lights, water 

temperature, and filter 

systems from the cozy 

confines of your kitchen.

Integration: We Work With Everything

Poolux is designed to integrate various technologies 

and control heaters, pumps, blowers, lighting, fountains, 

features, spillovers, spa jets, pool cleaners and more. 

Add the Balboa Pool Dolphin floating remote to control 

backyard entertainment as well. Most lifestyles and 

budgets can be accommodated by mixing and matching 

equipment options and functions. Put together a best-of-

breed solution and we’ll control it like no one else. 

Easy to Install & Maintain

Not only does Poolux 

work with various kinds of equipment, the hardware 

itself is easy to install and maintain. The service panel 

is large with a removable cover and plenty of room to 

work inside. Aluminum construction cuts down on weight 

and corrosion issues. The pool is completely serviceable 

from the box or wireless panel and system scalability is 

virtually unlimited with the addition of expansion boxes.

Reset your maintenance 

parameters with ultimate 

convenience using the PC 

in your home office.



Set the mood at a whim by 

adjusting lights and audio 

entertainment systems (optional) 

from your bedroom.

Online Access & Email Messaging

The Poolux Internet Control Module (ICM) allows 

control of the pool environment through a Web interface.  

Just log on to monitor schedules and chemistry levels, 

change temperatures, set a scene before arriving home, 

or check on equipment. Up to 30 days of information 

such as temperature, chemistry, energy use and alert 

data is captured to create a helpful management tool.  

Email messages can also be sent to up to 4 addresses for 

scheduled or triggered alerts to advise of any 

condition outside of normal parameters.  

Perfect for frequent travelers or second  

home owners, ICM remote access monitoring,  

diagnostics, and control can also be made  

available to service professionals  

to assist in maintenance or  

troubleshooting.
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Balboa Instruments is a leading provider of electronic controls, sanitization, LED lights, wireless devices and other 
related products to the global leisure water industries. Balboa provides integration, pioneering product designs & quality 
manufacturing for innovative customized engineering solutions, as well as comprehensive technical training and support.

Tech Specs

 8 standard relays plus two board mounted  
outputs for lighting

 Able to control 6 valve actuators

 Sensors for pool & spa temp, air temp, solar temp, 
pH, ORP, TDS and filter pressure

 Dimmers for pool and spa lighting

 Customized alerts and reminders

 Freeze protection

 1,000 foot range line of sight with innovative  
RF technology

 Corrosion-free, lightweight aluminum control box

 User-friendly service panel with removable  
front cover

 Programmable and serviceable from box  
as well as wireless in-home panel

 Up to 4 expansion boxes  
(8 relays with 2 valve actuators each)

 Built-in GFCI protecting light circuits

 Options include Dolphin floating remote, spa side 

waterproof panel, PC access module, saltwater 

chlorinator and acid system. For a comprehensive 

explanation of various configurations, capabilities 

and upgrades, contact your sales representative 

about the scalable Poolux automation system.

Checking on the pool and 

backyard takes on a new 

dimension with video feeds. 

Monitor conditions and 

activity with Web access and 

cameras. Peace of mind has 

never been simpler.
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